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By Jillian David

Crimson Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Immortal. Colossal. Suave. Indebted killer Dante Blackstone has
the world at his feet. Every vice, any desire, is his for the asking - until he finds the one person he
cannot have: one sweet, diminutive woman who could bring about Dante s destruction. Despite her
supernatural ability to heal others, a devastating act of evil has left Hannah Miller broken in body
and spirit. As she rebuilds her life while on the lam, a not-so-chance meeting with Dante chips away
at the walls surrounding her fragile heart. But before their fledgling love can take flight, Dante s
boss sends an evil minion with one mandate: Eliminate Dante s new reason to break his eternal
contract. As they fight to survive, Hannah s amazing gift gives Dante one chance to save them both
from the vicious minion. How can any love survive eternal hell and annihilation? The answer lies in
Dante s inferno. Sensuality Level: Sensual.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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